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Fill in the blanks using the words at the below: 

Erosion happens when the    

 

gets moved away by  or 

  . Erosion has 

formed many different    

on earth. Sometimes erosion can happen very 

quickly but usually erosion takes thousands of  . 

Wind moves things to other  . 

Water moves    

and    to other places. Erosion is different 

than weathering which dissolves and breaks down 

rocks or soil but doesn’t move rocks or soil.  

   moves rocks and soil. 

 
 
 
 

 

 



 

From the words provided for each clue, provide the letter of the word 
which best matches the clue. 

1. This type of energy keeps our watches and remote controls working. 

A. battery B. solar C. gas D. oil 

 

2. The energy in the core of an atom. 
A. hydro B. nonrenewable C. nuclear D. solar 

 

3. Wind energy is in this group. 
A. fuel B. work C. renewable D. light 

 

4. Generated by hydro. 
A. work B. electricity C. hydro D. coal 

 

5. A form of energy you can hear. 
A. energy B. nonrenewable C. battery D. sound 

 

6. Energy that is stored due to the position of it. 
A. wind B. potential C. nuclear D. sound 

7. Energy is the abiility to do this. 
A. solar B. oil C. nuclear D. work 

 

8. Energy provided by the sun. 
A. solar B. hydro C. energy D. battery 

 

9. A form of energy that is related to warmth. 
A. light B. nuclear C. heat D. sound 

 

10. A non-renewable energy that begins with F. 
    A. sound B. oil C. fuel D. nuclear 

 

11. We often use this fuel in our cars. 
    A. gas B. coal C. battery D. energy 

 



 

12. Kites are powered by this energy. 
     A. gas B. hydro C. battery D. wind 

 

13. A form of energy that helps us see at night. 
     A. wind B. coal C. electricity D. light 

 

14. Black, brown, rock used as fuel. 
     A. coal B. hydro C. nonrenewable D. light 

 

15. The ability to do work. 
     A. heat B. solar C. renewable D. energy 

 

16. Oil, gas and coal are in this group. 
     A. renewable B. nonrenewable C. heat D. work 

 

17. A short form for electric energy. 
     A. nonrenewable B. oil C. heat D. hydro 

 

18. This fuel is used for many furnaces. 
     A. gas B. potential C. coal D. oil 

 

 

 

 

 

 


